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Abstract
Purpose: Joint laxity and hernia defects are two well-defined conditions that are rarely described in association 

in literature. The purpose of this study is to describe a peculiar case of connective tissue disorder, not yet defined, 
whose features are habitual joint dislocations associated with recurrent and multiple hernias.

Methods: This is an unusual case regarding a 22 years old male adult, who presented shoulder, patellar, 
mandibular habitual joint dislocations associated with groin, femoral, epigastric, umbilical, spigelian and lumbar 
hernias. His phenotype, consisting of tall stature and joint laxity, recalls a similar-marfanoid habitus.

Results: Marfan Syndrome, Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, MEN-2B were excluded by specific assessments. The 
aspecific clinical features of the patient do not consent the identification of an exact diagnosis.

Conclusion: This medical case, characterized by joint hypermobility and multiple recurrent hernias, probably 
consists in an unacknowledged peculiar case of connective tissue disorder. Further investigations and identification 
of subjects with similar features could be surely useful to diagnostic research and definitive characterization of 
patient’s disease.
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Introduction
The purpose of this study is to show a peculiar case of connective 

tissue disorder, not specifically defined, whose features are habitual joint 
dislocations associated with recurrent and multiple hernias. This case is 
outstanding because, according to evaluations and data from scientific 
literature, a so well documented description about the connection 
between the two phenomena does not exist at the moment. Searches 
on the subject have not been successful in order to define the clinical 
features of the patient in a specific disorder. Studies have pointed out a 
considerable number of diseases with distinguishing features including 
sometimes joint hypermobility with multiple hernias. Among these 
rare disorders Marfan Syndrome (OMIM 154700) [1], Ehlers-Danlos 
Syndrome (OMIM 130000) [2], MEN 2-B [3], Shprintzen-Goldberg 
Syndrome (OMIM 182212) [4], Loeys- Dietz Syndrome (OMIM 
190181) [5], Cutis Laxa (OMIM 219200) [6], Arterial Tortuosity 
Syndrome (OMIM 208030) [7], Larsen Syndrome (OMIM 609192) 
[8] are described. Most of these diseases comprise a connective tissue
disorder but none of them answers properly to our diagnostic question
because of their specific characteristics, which are not present in this
patient.

Case Report
The patient came to our attention at the age of 22 for evaluation of 

his clinical features. Family history was remarkable: his mother showed 
the similar-marfanoid habitus [9] described for her son and the same 
has undergone operations for groin and femoral hernias. Surgical 
repairs for groin and spigelian hernias were also performed in patient’s 
grandfather. No further familiarity is described and the subject is only-
child. Patient’s history documents adenoidectomy and appendicectomy 
followed by a long succession of surgical corrections for recurrent joint 
dislocations and multiple hernias, as reported in Table 1.

Surgical treatments were carried out in 8 years, for a total of 
29 operations (15 for joint dislocations and 14 for hernia defects). 
Despite the correctness of surgical procedure, dislocations and hernia 
defects occur again maybe due to the underlying connective tissue 

disorder since no precipitating factors which could be involved in their 
development were described.

When examined, patient’s height was 181.8 cm, weight 90 kg (BMI: 
27.23- overweight in accordance with Cole [10] criteria). His height 
and weight have always been superior to the age groups. Height and 
joint laxity concur to the definition of a similar marfanoid-habitus.

Development indices were normal (testicles in scrotum, normal 
penis lenght). Generalized adiposity, valgus knee and even shoulder 
joint dislocation were described during the examination. No hand 
hypermobility was found in the physical examination of the patient.

Clinical and instrumental evaluations have been done to define 
patient’s disease. Doppler echocardiography was performed at first 
to evaluate cardiac function and to exclude Marfan Syndrome, which 
was suspected because of similar-marfanoid habitus. The examination 
documented normal aortic bottom and valve according to dimensions, 
morphology and kinetics [aortic botton: 3.3 cm (normal range 2.5-3.5 
cm); aortic valve diameter: 2.0 cm]. Genetic analysis for the research 
of FBN-1 mutation (chromosome 15q21.1, OMIM 134797) resulted 
negative. MEN 2B was considered subsequently as a possible diagnosis 
for the patient. Hormonal profile for thyroid, parathyroid and adrenal 
function was normal. Further genetic evaluations for the research 
of RET gene mutation (10q11.2, OMIM 164761) were negative. No 
mucocutaneous, neuromuscular, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal and 
genitourinary involvements as well as genetic anomalies (COL1A1–
OMIM 120150-, COL1A2–OMIM 120160-, COL3A1-OMIM 120180-,  
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COL5A1–OMIM 120215-, COL5A2–OMIM 120190-) were described 
so that Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome was excluded.

Histological analysis of synovium obtained during surgery 
was performed: it showed morphological abnormalities  
(synovial membrane with papillary pattern associated with edematous 
connective tissue) but none of them was specific for a particular disorder.

Discussion
The patient’s clinical history shows a close connection between two 

different conditions: habitual joint dislocations and multiple-recurrent 
hernias. 

Early studies have always favored the view that joint hypermobility 
merely represents the upper end of a Gaussian distribution of the 
normal joint range of movement, defined by Beighton criteria. That 
view is now challenged by the notion that this variety of hypermobility 
may represent a departure from “normality” [9]. 

When hypermobility becomes symptomatic with manifestations 
as dislocation, instability and displacement, the “joint hypermobility 
syndrome” (JHS) exists [11]. This feature is included among different 
forms of Heritable Disorders of Connective Tissue (HCTDs) such 
as Marfan Syndrome, Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome and Osteogenesi 
Imperfecta [9]. The role of the connective tissue is extremely 
documented for the development of joint hypermobility: genetic 
defects of collagen synthesis are involved in the formation of lax joints 
which are likely to be less stable and are generally more susceptible to 
the effects of trauma [11,12].

Hernias are anatomic defects that need surgical treatment. 
Classically, inguinal hernias are considered to be the result of a 
multifactorial process linking predisposing anatomical and dynamical 
factors, such as enlargement of the weak inguinal area and increased 
intra-abdominal pressure but now, there is evidence that hernia 
formation and recurrence are linked to abnormal metabolism of 
connective tissue [13,14]. Diseases of responsible genes for the synthesis 
and regulation of tissue components as collagen, extracellular matrix 
and elastic fibers, are involved in the development of hernias [14-16]. 
The connection between joint laxity and hernia defects is still today 
debated [13,17]. The attempt to establish a direct association between 
joint hypermobility and hernias (even if limited to groin area) appears 
in a recent study by Cevik et al. [18]. The results show that in children 
with hypermobility syndrome and inguinal hernias the prolidase 
activity and oxidative stress in tissue samples are increased and are 
related to collagen tissue damage and turnover.

Because of his phenotype and joint laxity, first suspicion for our 
patient was Marfan syndrome but his clinical features did not satisfy 
the diagnostic Ghent criteria for the pathology. These consist of 
osteoarticular diseases (the only found in our case) associated with 
ocular, cardiovascular, tegumental and respiratory anomalies [19].

Although recurrent inguinal hernia is included in the diagnostic 
criteria for MFS, there are few reports of the incidence of inguinal 
hernia in MFS [15]. According to these reasons and to the negative 
result for genetic anomalies in FBN-1 gene, Marfan Syndrome 
diagnosis was excluded for our patient. MEN2B [3] was considered and 
excluded according to the absence of medullary thyroid carcinoma, 
pheochromocytoma, ganglioneuromatosis, and a distinct marfanoid 
habitus. Genetic researches for RET mutations; confirm that MEN-
2b was not responsible for patient’s clinical feature. Because of the 
joint laxity associated with hernias, Ehlers- Danlos Syndrome [2] 
was also suspected for our case. No cutaneous, vascular, neurological, 
ocular anomalies were found as well as genetic anomalies, so EDS 
was excluded. Other diagnostic hypothesis for the dealt case was 
Shprintzen-Goldberg Syndrome [4]: this rare disease is characterized 
by marfanoid habitus, joint laxity and occasional hernias (groin, 
umbilical) but there are no grounds for supporting this suspicion on 
accont of craniosynostosis which dominates the clinical feature and is 
not described in our patient. Loeys- Dietz syndrome [5], Cutis Laxa 
[6], Arterial Tortuosity Syndrome [7] and Larsen Syndrome [8] were 
also excluded for their specific clinical features that are not included in 
patient’s disease.

Conclusions
According to the scientific literature and the exclusion of 

the aforesaid pathologies, we can affirm that this medical case, 
characterized by joint hypermobility and multiple recurrent hernias, 
probably consists in a connective tissue disorder, not yet clearly defined 
as the unsuccessful investigations show. The attempt to catalogue the 
patient’s disease in a specific pathology is so far vain since clinical, 
genetic and instrumental data exclude our suppositions. Further 
investigations and identification of subjects with similar features could 
be surely useful to diagnostic research and definitive characterization 
of patient’s diseases.

All procedures followed were in accordance with the ethical 
standards of the responsible committee on human experimentation 
(institutional and national) and with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, 
as revised in 2008 Informed consent was obtained from all individual 
participants included in the study.

Age Pathology Treatment
14 - Shoulder dislocation (right and left) - Capsular shift
16 - Recurrent shoulder dislocation (right -2- and left) - Capsular shift
17 - Patella dislocation (left) - Knee joint replacement
18 - Recurrent shoulder dislocation (right and left) - Capsular shift

19 -	 Groin hernia (left)
-	 Recurrent shoulder dislocation (right and left)

-	 Surgical repair
-	 Capsular-shift

20

- Epigastric hernia - Surgical repair
- Umbilical hernia - Surgical repair
- Recurrent femoral hernia (right) - Surgical repair
- Recurrent groin hernia (right and left) - Surgical repair

21 -	 Spigelian hernia (right and left)
-	 Mandibular dislocation

-	 Surgical repair
-	 Joint reduction

22 - Grynfeltt hernia (right and left) - Surgical repair

Table 1: Surgical treatment chronology.
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